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Abstract - -Potent ie l  unreliabilities in the manufacturing process have made the use of quality control 
procedures an important ool available to control a system's manufacturing quality. The purpose of 
this paper is to study the mutual effects of WIP inventory, manufacturing process reliability and 
quality control (CSP-1 inspection) in a queue-like manufacturing system, which is defined by two 
queues in tandem. Several observations are made that have implications to the strategic design of 
unreliable production systems with limited buffers. 
INTRODUCTION 
The current propensity to reduce inventories "at any cost" as commonly recommended by Just 
in Time (JIT) "gurus" is not always desirable [1-3]. For the most part, inventory costs have 
been understated, primarily due to a managerial focus on direct, rather than the more substan- 
tial indirect, costs. Today, however, there is much more awareness of the role of inventory in 
manufacturing management and its direct and indirect costing. For example, a recent paper by 
Conway, Maxwell, McClaln and Thomas [4] has pointed out, on the basis of analytical and simu- 
lation studies, the conditions under which it might be beneficial to reduce work in process (WIP) 
inventory. While inventory is a costly ingredient in manufacturing, it also has a purpose which 
is very important if appropriately used. 
In unreliable manufacturing systems, WIP inventory may be more important han it is pre- 
sumed for completely reliable (zero defects technology) manufacturing systems. McClain and 
Thomas' statement in [5], that it may be difficult to introduce reduced inventory concepts in a 
manufacturing system which does not produce units right the first time, is a case in point. 
The purpose of this paper is to study the mutual effects of WIP inventory, manufacturing 
process reliability and quality control in a queue-like manufacturing system, which is defined 
by two queues in tandem. Quality control is used to assure product conformance and inspect 
the manufacturing process operating performance. If through an inspection, it is noted that 
the process is out-of-control, then this information is used to attend to the process itself (see 
also [6-10], for related studies). 
Through our analyses of a relatively simple production system, we make several observations 
that have imphcations to the strategic design of unreliable production systems with limited 
buffers. First, we observe that in unreliable production systems the marginal cost of reducing 
buffer space is greater than in reliable systems. As a result, the introduction of JIT concepts which 
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reduce inventory in process in such unreliable systems will induce costs that can be reduced if the 
operating system becomes reliable. In this broad sense, WIP reduction can activitate the need to 
improve process reliability and a quality improvement process. Second, it is shown how quality 
control can improve the outgoing reliability and obtain a cost assessment of this improvement. 
Such observations are particularly important when a zero-defects production technology is elusive. 
Third, we point out the relationship between the variability of flows in production systems, with 
the WIP buffer space and the process unreliability. In particular, since this variability increases 
with both unreliability and buffer space reduction, the propensity to reduce buffer space (as 
recommended byJIT concepts) induce greater costs. 
To perform our analyses, we use, for convenience, a CSP-1 sampling technique [11,12] and 
compare the "willingness to pay" for quality improvement as a function of the sampling effort. 
Further, using numerical analyses, it is seen that a buffer reduction increases tations depen- 
dencies, and again, as a result, the variability of flows. For unreliable manufacturing systems, 
this problem becomes acute, which means larger buffers may be required to reduce consecutive 
work stations dependencies. Alternatively, it is argued that automation, which reduces process 
time variability, may be more economical in reduced buffer production systems. This may be 
helpful to understand the increased importance of automation i JIT systems. When comparing 
processes that rework defective units in station with the scrapping of detected efective units, 
the conditions under which one approach or the other is desired are shown. Such observations, 
appropriately interpreted, provide a justification for the basic premises of JIT manufacturing sys- 
tems, which require flawless, continuous flow processes with zero defects. This seems, of course, 
to be the trend in the evolution of production systems when WIP buffer space is reduced. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the second section, we consider an unreliable process, 
independent of the production (queue-like) process and in the third section, we consider the 
joint production quantity-quality manufacturing system. Explicit relationships between WIP 
buffer space, the manufacturing defects-technology and quality control are also obtained. These 
relationships are then used to draw some managerial inferences regarding the design of limited 
WIP and error-prone manufacturing systems. 
QUALITY CONTROL OF A TWO-STATION JIT SYSTEM 
Consider, for simplicity, a two-station tandem queue-like manufacturing system with a finite 
and intermediate buffer, as shown in Figure 1. The jobs arrive at first, at an ample waiting space 
station, at a rate A. For simplicity, it is also assumed that the queue is saturated, such that 
whenever a server is free, a job enters the process. The amount of time required to process a job 
is assumed to be exponentially distributed with parameter ~1, while the process is assumed to 
be perfectly reliable. A job processed at the first station is routed instantly to the second station 
for further processing. We assume that this station has a limited buffer (waiting space) with R 
spaces and a single server, with general service time whose probability distribution function (pdf) 
is G(.). In addition, it is assumed that the server can process jobs in a defective manner. That 
is, the process propensity to perform its function in a faulty manner is known and given by three 
parameters [Vl, v2, 0]. When the server is in state "1," it produces a fraction defective Vl, which 
will be called the "standard" mode, while in state "2," it produces afraction defective v2, v~ > vl, 
which is called the "faulty" mode. The probability of switching from a standard to a faulty mode 
is known and given by 8. For simplicity, this paper will assume that Vl = 0, corresponding 
to a perfectly reliable server, and let the switching probability be constant, independent of the 
number of units produced. The switching process is therefore as that shown in Figure 2. In such 
situations, unlike in queueing models with breakdowns, the process is neither stopped nor is it 
taking a vacation, but operates continuously, albeit producing, with some probability, a faulty 
output. In this sense, the manufacturing technology of the production process is represented 
by the parameters [vl,v2,0]. The smaller these parameters, the more effective (in a quality 
production sense) the manufacturing system. 
For quality conformance and to ascertain that the process operates in a standard mode, a 
CSP-1 Continuous Sampling method is applied [11,12]. This consists in applying the following 
procedure. When a unit is inspected and found to be defective, the process is stopped, the 
defective unit is repaired and we attend to the server-process (taking whatever action may be 
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necessary) and then restart he process in its standard operating mode. When the process is 
re-started, n consecutive units are inspected to assure that the process is in control. If the n 
inspected units are found to be non-defective, we resume a partial (random) sampling of the 
process with a probability b of inspecting any subsequent unit produced. Such a procedure is 
reasonable since detection of defective units through sampling will lead to system's stoppage, so 
that the cause that underlies the process' failure can be isolated and attended to. In practical 
situations, when a unit is found faulty, a foreman is called to investigate he production (server) 
and, once the cause has been identified, maintenance, repairs, adjustments and other potential 
activities may be entertained. When it is believed that the system has been adjusted, a full 
inspection is carried until the n consecutive units are found to be non-defective. At this time, 
inspection reverts to a random sampling. 
For such quality control, we can compute the various probabilities of producing defective units, 
detecting such units and, of course, the probability distributions of basic quality states of the 
queue-like production process. Below, we summarize the essential results. 
We define a production cycle, as shown in Figure 3, the number of units produced between 
two consecutive faulty units produced which are also detected (and therefore leading to process 
evaluation and repair). For our process the following results are obvious. 
Starting from a "standard production mode," the probability of producing in the standard 
mode m, consecutive non-defective units is given by ~blm, 
~lm "-- (i -- O) rn, (1) 
which is the probability of not switching during m production units. As a result, the probability 
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of full sampling only during a production cycle is ¢ ln ,  
¢ln = 1 -  ¢ln -- 1 -  (1 -  0)". (2) 
The number of units produced uring such a cycle, nt, will be given by the probability of a switch 
occurring prior to reaching the consecutive full sample of size n, or (nl - 1 non-defective and the 
following one defective) 
f l (n l )  -- 0 (1 -  0) '*'-1 , nl -- 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,n .  (3) 
Multiplying (2) by (3) provides the probability of producing nl _< n units in a production cycle 
with full sampling. In such a cycle, the number of defectives i  obviously null. Assume a pro- 
duction cycle when n units are inspected and found to be not faulty, then we turn to partial 
sampling. Say that after the production of an additional Zt units, the process witches on to the 
faulty mode. This occurs with a probability 
h(Zt) " -  0 (1 - 0) z1-1, (4) 
(which is the probability that no switch has occurred after we have produced n + Zt - 1 units, 
since we are already in the partial sampling mode, but then at the following unit, a switch occurs) 
while the probability distribution of producing a number Yl - 1 of units until a defective unit 
(the (n + Zt + yl) th) is produced is given by 
gl(Yl) : V2 (1 - v:~) ~- I .  (5) 
As a result, the probability of producing a first defective after the (n+Z1 +Yt - 1) th unit, is given 
by the convolution of these distributions. Generally, let k be the number of units produced after 
a switch to a defective mode has occurred. In a production cycle, the number of units produced 
is then, say N. To define it, we proceed as follows. 
Say that a unit is detected only after the ith defective unit has been produced. In such a 
production run, let ki be the quantity produced in a defective mode. Let P/(ki) be the probability 
of such an event (that is of detecting a faulty unit produced at ki and ending the production 
cycle). The probability of producing in the defective mode, say k, when there are i defectives in 
the production run is given by the negative binomial distribution (NBD), 
NBD(i,k) = (1 . ,k-i i 
- -  u2)  V2, k = i, i+  1, i+2 ,  i +3 , . . . .  (6) 
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In such a production run, the number of undetected defectives units produced is i - 1 (s ince  the 
last one is detected) while the total number of non-defective units produced is n + Z1 + ki - i, 
where ki replaces k. Thus, in a cycle, a production run which produces i defectives in Ni, 
nl w.p. 0(1 -0 )  nx-1, nx = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,n ,  g 
= ~ n+Zl + ki w.p. 0 (1 - O) n+z'-I Pi(ki), ki = i, i + 1, i + 2, i + 3 , . . . ,  (7) N~ 
i = 1,2,3,. . .  
To compute the probabilities of detecting a failed unit (and therefore of ending a cycle), as well 
as to compute the probability moments of production in a cycle, we use the following propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let i be the number of defective units produced after the production system 
has switched to a defective mode, and let k be the total number of units produced in the defective 
mode. Define by Pi(]e) the probability that the ith unit is detected, then these probabilities are 
given by the following relationships, 
P i (k )=b(1-b) i - lNBD( i ,k ) ,  k= i , i+ l , i+2 , . . . ,  i = 1,2,3, . . . ,  (8) 
while the probability of producing i defectives in a production run is given by 
oo  
ql = E P~(J) = b (1 - b) i-1 , (9) 
j=i 
where NBD(i, k) is given by the negative binorr~al distribution (6). 
PROOF. (The proof is obvious.) II 
The expected number of defectives and their variance in a production cycle are found by 
using (9), or 
7= E iqi = b E i (1 -b ) i - l  = b = -~, 
i=1 i=1 
4 = E( ' -  = E( ' -  q, 
i=1 i=1 
[5 ] = b i s (1 - b) i-1 -t- (1 - b) i-1 2 ~ i=1 "= - ~ "= i (1 - b) i -1  
= b + b2 b b = b 2 
(10) 
By the same token, the expected number of defective units which leaves the production system 
2 or  undetected is ~ = E( i -  1), while its variance is cry, 
oo  co  
~--~( i -1 )q i - - -by~r(1 -b)  r -bT2  b -  l bb ,  
i----1 r=0 
( 2 = ( i  - 1 - ,0) 2 qi = i - 1 qi cry 
i= l  i=1 
~( i_1  ~ -b  =/=1 _~) q/ = 1 
(11) 
If/V is the total expected number of units produced in a cycle, then of course, the expected number 
of non-defective units produced in the cycle is given by/V - i. In the following proposition, we 
provide explicit values to these parameters. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let N be the number of units produced in a cycle. Then, the expected pro- 
duction in a cycle and its variance are given by 
where 
with 
N=(1 - 0)nP+~,  (12) 
oo oo 
t5 = Z Z k Pi(k) = 1 (13) v2; 
i=1 k=i 
4n ] (1 - 0) Var (N)=(1-0)  n 5 + 0----K---+(1- 152, (14) 
oo oo 
P2 = ~ ~ k2Pi(k) = (1 + v2 - v~) [b + v2 (2 - b)] (15) 
i=1 k=i b 2 vg 
PROOF. (In the Appendix.) 
These results will be used subsequently to assess the joint performance of the production 
system, in so far as quantities and qualities are concerned. First, we note that a production cycle 
is approximately a renewal cycle, and use this characteristic to compute the probability moments 
of a unit service time with sampling and, of course, process intervention. Further, we interpret 
long run averages as probabilities. These will be the probability of inspecting a unit within a 
cycle, as well as the probability of shutting down the production system and restarting in the 
standard mode. These probabilities are given by the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. In the long run, the probability of inspecting a unit is given by 
r -b+ (1 -b ) f i l  with fil = 1 - (1 -8)n( l+nS)  (16) 
I~ ' 0 ' 
while the probabifity of detecting a defective unit and shutting down the system is given by 
1 
6 = ~-. (17) 
PROOF. (In the Appendix.) 
On the basis of these probabilities, the production system's performance can be assessed. 
Consider, first, the amount of time required to perform a job. Let r be the amount of time 
required to produce a unit standardly, rl be the time required to inspect the unit, and r2 the 
time to shut down the system and attend to repairs; then the production time of a job is given 
by the mixed distribution T below, 
"r + rl, w.p. ~', 
T= " r+r l+V2,  w.p. 6, 
v, w.p. 1 - ~5 - 7r. 
(18) 
Returning to our production system, we consider then the two-station production system, with the 
second station operating as a limited buffer queue with service time given by (18). The subsequent 
analysis will integrate considerations ofquality and quantity issues in the manufacturing process. 
THE TWO-STATION PRODUCTION SYSTEM 
WITH SAMPLING AND L IMITED BUFFER 
The analysis of this queueing production system and its implications to the management of
limited buffer facilities are studied next. In such a system, blocking of the first station will occur 
when, upon completion of service in the first station, attempts to move to station 2 when it is 
full are made. In this case, blocking occurs until a departure from station 2 occurs. 
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Upon completion of service in station 2, a unit leaves the system, whether it is faulty or non- 
faulty. In such circumstances we can obtain with relative ease a probability characterization of 
the queueing process as well as the manufacturing system operating characteristics. The essential 
results are summarized below. A simple production system with R = 0 and Bernoulli quality 
control has been analyzed exactly by Tsiotras [13]. 
Since the service time in station 2 consists of statistically independent events, it is a general 
mixture distribution of the service time including inspection and repair times and can be com- 
puted without altering the basic structure of the queueing model. Namely, the mean service time 
and its second moment  are given by 
1 
- = e+(r  +~)h  +,5e2, /J 
E(T 2) = (1 - 6 - lr)E(r 2) + IrE(r + rl) 2 + 6E(r + ra + r~) 2. 
(19) 
(20) 
Since the manufacturing system has a limited buffer, under an assumption of heavy loading at 
the first station, the output rate of the first queue is Pl, (which equals the service rate of this 
station). As a result, the second station behaves as if it were an M/G/1/R+2 queue with Poisson 
arrival rate Pl, since during the blocking period the first server acts as an additional space that 
belongs to the second queue. Furthermore, during the blocking period, the server in the first 
station does not process units and remains therefore idle. That is, no more arrivals occur at the 
second station. Due to the exponential ssumption, this is equivalent to stating that arrivals do 
occur at the second station at the rate of Pl but they are lost. In view of this observation, the 
second station becomes an M/G/1/R  + 2 queue. Such queues have been studied previously (e.g., 
see [14-16]) and their operating characteristics are known. Thus, using the adjusted service rate 
p and E(T 2) calculated through (19) and (20), we can obtain a direct relationship between the 
buffer size R, the manufacturing process unreliabilities and the manufacturing system operating 
performance. 
Let/~ be the probability that the system is full, blocking thereby the first station. Then, for a 
buffer size R, 
1 /Jx, 1 
/~ = 1 p , with p = - -  PR+2 = - -  (21) 
P + R+2 /j R+I ' 
Eat 
j=0 
with 
and 
1, 
al 
1-aa  ) 
~k : k-1 
~E ~,sak+l - j  + ak 
j= l  
1 - al  
if k= O, 
i l k= 1, 
, i fk_> 2, 
(22) 
/o'{ } ak = [1 - FT(t)] e -m'/ J~ tk-1 (~ ~)~ d~. (23) 
If we denote by F~.(s) the Laplace Transform of FT(t), then using the well known transform 
relationship, 
LT(tk-lFw(t)) = (--1)k-IFT(k-D(S), (24) 
where FT(~-I)(s) is the (k - 1) th derivative of the transform; it is easily shown that 
r. l 
~k = I . (k  - 1)!.1 
"/(k) F;(k- 1) (/.11)" 
(25) 
with F~(s) given by 
F~(,)  = F; ( , ){F; ,(s)[~-+ 6F;,(,)] + I - 6 - ,~}. (26) 
CAH~ 23:1-G 
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The expected time a job will spend in the second station is thus 
?~ _ (R + 2) ~ j P j ,  
P j= l  P l  
while the variance of the waiting time is 
1 + 1) - Var(W) = (R+2)  E(T 2) - ~-~ j=l "-'~- kj=l "1 ] PR+2 (2s) (R+ 2)(R+ 1) - -~- .  
Similarly, the expected number of jobs in the second station is L = #lI2V, while the expected 
number in queue, E(mq) is given by 
Lq -- E(mq) "- p1(1 - j3) W e - 8, (29) 
with Wq = ITV - 1 
D" 
Finally, the throughput of the system (at station 2) is bR, given by 
#1 #t (30) 
6R -- P + PR+2' P = #- '  
and, therefore, the loss of throughput A due to process unreliability in the station is given by 
A = ~R -- ~R, (31) 
with ~R -- # l / (P l r  + PR+2) where PR+~ is given by (21)-(23), but with F~,(s) = F;(s). 
These terms, combined with the production system's quality performance characteristics, can 
be used to assess the overall performance ofthe production system. Throughout our applications, 
define the following cost parameters. 
C/ 
Ci= 
Cd= 
CT= 
Cr= 
The inventory cost in the second station, per unit and per unit time, and expressing 
the cost of WIP in the second station. 
The inspection cost per unit. 
The post process cost of a defective unit, expressing the penalties associated to jobs 
processed in a faulty manner and that have left, undetected, in the system. 
The cost due to the process unreliabilty. 
The cost of adjusting the process, once a defective unit is detected. These include 
fixed stoppage, re-start costs, as well as the repair or maintenance costs associated to 
the manufacturing system. 
The long run average cost is assumed approximately equal to the average cycle cost, and is 
denoted by (I,: 
¢= Cr ÷ Ci[b~l + (1-b)f i l ] -{-CdQ 
( f?/#) + CI L~ + CT A (32) 
where (N/p)  is the expected cycle time, [b N+(1-b)  ill] is the expected number of units inspected 
in a cycle which was computed earlier, CILq is the inventory cost per unit time since, Lq is the 
average number of units in the queue and CT A is the average loss of output due to process 
unreliability. Finally, Cd Q is the expected cost of non-detected defective units which have exited 
the system. Since in a cycle, we produce qi defectives on the average, one of which is detected, 
the expected number of undetected faulty units in the cycle is given by, 
1 - b (33) Q= E( i -  1) qi = b 
i=2 
Equation (32), as well as the operating performance defined, are studied next numerically, to 
provide some insights regarding the relationship between limited buffer production system's and 
systems' unreliabilities. 
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NUMERICAL  ANALYSES AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
For the purposes of our numerical analyses, we consider exponential service times given by 
1 
Fr(t) = 1 - e -"=', /~2 = E(r)' 
1 
Fr,(t) = 1 - e - " " ,  P3 = E( r l ) '  
1 
f~=(t) = 1 - e - " " ,  /34 - E(7"2)' 
while the objective function (32), has the following parameters, 
C~ = I0, C~=1,  Cd = 50, C I=2,  CT  = 20, n=10,  
as wel l  as 
1 1 1 1 
- -  = 20, E( r )  = - -  = 25, E(r l )  = - -  = 10, E(r2) = - -  = 200. 
]zl /J2 ~s /J4 
Our analysis focuses on the effects of the process unreliabilities on the buffer space and vice 
versa, and draw some general implications. From (12) and (14), it is easily seen that aN ~-~<0 
and ~ > 0, so that the greater the propensity of the process to fail, the smaller the mean 
production cycle, but the greater the variance. By the same token, the average costs of inspection, 
of post production defectives and repair increase with an increase in 8. The average queue size 
and the loss of throughput increase when 8 increases, as well. Of course, this is expected and 
does not require a particular analysis. 
Simultaneous variations in the buffer space and process reliability are more revealing, however. 
Below, we summarize some basic observations. 
1. When the buffer space is reduced, the production variability increases. Since such variabil- 
ity has negative ffects on the smoothness of the production flow, it is possible to compensate 
such variability through an increase in automation (which reduces the service time variability). 
We might conjecture therefore that J IT  creates, based on buffer reduction, as well provides an 
incentive for increased automation. 
When we consider the quantity produced in a cycle, we note that, while with increases in 
inspection the expected production cycle becomes maller, its coefficient of variation increases 
(see Figure 4). For an inspection probability of b = .2 and u2 = .8, we observe, however, that the 
coefficient of variation decreases when 8 increases (since it will be much easier to detect defective 
units, and therefore production cycles will be shorter and less variable). 
8 [ 0.01 0.1 0.5 0.9 
Coef. Variat. [ 5.77 3.24 0.76 0.31 
2. When the buffer space R is reduced, the cost of process unreliability decreases. Consider 
for example, the variations in the cost curve ¢(R, 8 I b = .9, v2 = .8), then, 
0 
1 
2 
O.OO9 0.01 A~/A0 
0.143 0.145 (0.002) 
1.927 1.932 (0.005) 
3.883 3.889 (0.006) 
When we reduce the amount of inspection to b = 0.2, we note that the cost is reduced, and 
A¢/A8  = 0.009, which means that it is most advantageous to invest in process quality when the 
buffer space equals zero. When the buffer space increases, the relative advantage in improving 
quality is reduced. When b = 0.05, we see from Figure 5, that A~/A8 is largest when R = 2, at 
which time an investment in process reliability improvement reduces costs the most. When we 
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are close to full inspection (b = .8), then, of course, investment in process reliability improvement 
can at best be used to reduce inventory costs (explaining thereby the growth with respect o R). 
3. The marginal costs of inspection are greater, the greater R. Namely, we computed -~ at 
b = 0.05 and found 
0~ [ -2.18 if R=0,  
"~ '= I -1"77  i fR=l ,  
-1 .52  if R=2.  
At b = .5, this partial derivative is also increasing, but at a smaller ate. 
4. To study the effects of in-station inspection versus external inspection, we compare the av- 
erage costs with service time reduced by letting ~'1 = 0, or by setting ps = 0. The costs difference 
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will then produce an estimate for the value of inspecting out-of-station. The direct benefits of 
such a procedure, of course, would be a more efficient operating environment of the manufactur- 
ing profess. Nevertheless, in-station inspection improves learning of the manufacturing process, 
which improves the process quality and, therefore, may eventually improve the operating per- 
formance. Although this issue was not studied numerically, it is clear that the greater the cost 
of production due process unreliability, the more beneficial it will be to inspect in-station rather 
than out. 
These conclusions, having a strategic implication to the design and the management of unre- 
liable systems are in part accepted as "common knowledge." This paper has provided a justifi- 
cation based on the modeling of a simple queue-like production system, both reinforcing current 
experience and quantifying it to value buffer space, quality control and the process of quality 
improvement. 
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APPENDIX  
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2. Rewrite N by, 
{ i N= n+ +ki w.p. o (1 - 0p -1,  w.p. 0(1 - 0) n+l-z Pi(ki), j = 1,2,3,. . . ,n,  ki = i, i+  1, i +2, i + 3, . . . , i  = 1,2,3 . . . . .  
Thus, 
n Oo Oo 
j= l  [=1 i--ll k f i  
The first part in this equation can be shown to be equal to 
1 - (n+1) (1 -8)  n+n(1-0)  n+1 
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while the second part  is computed with greater difficulties. Taking the j th term, we set 
"Yi = (n+j+k)O(1-O)n+i-lP/(k)=O(1-O) n+'~-I (n+j)P/(k)+ kPi(k) . 
/=1  L i= I  l 
But 
and therefore 
If 
EP / (k ) :Eq i : I ,  
i=1  k=i  i= I  
~i=oo-o) "+ i -~ .+ . /+ kP/(k) . 
co co oo 
i -1  
i=1 k=i  i=1 k=i  
oo oo 
r 
i=1  r=O 
=Eb(1-b) i - lv~ r (1 -  v2)r -I - - 1) (1 -  v2)r 
r 
i=1  Lr - -O r=O 
= ,--~ b(1 - b)/-~,.,~ / ~'-+'~ + = /--1 i (X . . . .  ,~ ~ ~--~-. 
Developing these terms further, we note that  several terms will cancel one another,  leading eventually to our 
equation. First,  we have 
-y= 
j=l  if1 
which is added to the first term of E(N), yielding (12). 
For the second moment,  we note the following relationship, 
E(N2) f E J2 0 (1- O)J-a + E E E (n + l + k)2 0 (1- O)n+l-l Pi(k)" 
/=1  I=1 i=1 k=i  
The first part  of this equation can be shown to be equal to 
2- -  0 -- (n Jr 1) 2 (1 - O) n + (2n 2 + 2n- -  I)  (1 -- 0) n+1 -- n2(1 - O) n+2 
02 
This is done by using the following relationship, 
oo 
(1 - ~)"' 
jffil 
as well as the s tandard progression of geometric series. To compute the second term in the summations,  we consider 
the terms for a specific I. Proceeding as earller, this is shown to be equal to 
0 (1 - -  0) n+t- I  [(n + I) 2 + 2 i n -I- 1) P -I- P2], 
with 
c~ oo oo oo 
t:)2 = E E k2 Pi(k) = E b(1 -  b) i-1 v~ E J2(~- ~)(1 -  v2) j-i 
i=1 kffii iffil jffil 
= b(1-b)i-lvi~ r2( r't" - 1 ) (1_  v2)r +2 i r ( r+ i -1 ) (1 -v2) r+ i  2 ( r+i -1) (1-v2)r  
i f f i l  ffi rffiO rmO 
WIP and CSP-1 quafity control I01 
= ~-~b(lifl - b)i-1 v~ .i "t-i(1 -.v; +'~''~v2)(1 "4" i)v2 "t" 2 iv~ (1 - v2) "t" i 2 
oo 
1 E b) i-1 [i(1 "4" v2 - v 2) "1" i 2 v2(1 + v2 - v2)] = - -  b0  - 
*323 i----1 
1 
= v-~ b (1 - o~ - o~ ) i (1 - b) ~-1 
L i= I  
= (1 + *,2 - o~)  [b + o~(2  - b)] 
b 2 v 3 
• 1 
.t. v2E i2 (1 -b) ' - I  = b(1- l -v2-v2 2) ~--} 
/=1 
o2(2 - -b )  1 
b 3 J 
Once the summation over all l's is applied, we obtain the second part of the above sum. When contlmlln~ 
further developments of these equations, it is easily seen that it reduces to (14), since the mean ~' is given by 
Equation (12). II 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3. The proof follows directly from Proposition 2. In the long run, 
E[nl + b(N - nl)] 
7r~--- 
E[N]  ' 
together with 
1 1 1 - (1 - 0) n (1+ n0) and E[N] -- (1 - 0) n ~ + ~, 
fil = 0 
leads to Equation (16). By the same token, since only one defective unit is detected in a renewal production cycle, 
then the probability of detection in a cycle is simply ~.  Using renewal arguments, we obtain (17). II 
